



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Quantum eld theories in 1{space, 1{time dimensions are intensively studied in recent years
owing to their peculiarity of being exactly solvable both by functional and by operatorial
techniques. From a practical point of view they nd interesting applications in string models,
while behaving as useful theoretical laboratories in which many features, present also in
higher dimensional theories, can be directly tested. In addition 2{dimensional models possess
a quite peculiar infrared structure on their own.
Historically the rst 2{dimensional model was proposed by Thirring [1], describing a pure
fermionic current{current interaction. The interest suddenly increased 4 years later, when
Schwinger [2] was able to obtain an exact solution for 2{dimensional electrodynamics with
massless spinors.
Chiral generalizations of this model were studied by Hagen [3] and, more recently, by
Jackiw and Rajaraman [4]. The last authors draw very important conclusions concerning
theories with \anomalies", i. e. the occurrence of symmetry breakings by quantum eects
[5], [6], [7], [8]. They were able to show that, taking advantage of the arbitrariness in the
(non perturbative) regularization of the fermionic determinant, it was possible to recover a
unitary theory even in the presence of a gauge anomaly (gauge non{invariant formulation of
an anomalous gauge theory).
In ref.[9] a family of theories which interpolate between vector and chiral Schwinger
models according to a parameter r, which tunes the ratio of the axial to vector coupling,
has been studied. We call it generalized chiral Schwinger model. The treatment depends on
two parameters: r and a, a being the constant involved in the regularization of the fermionic
determinant.
In the Minkowski space, using a non{perturbative approach, we rst obtained, by means
of a functional formalism, the correlation functions for bosons, fermions and fermionic com-
posite operators. We found two allowed ranges for the parameters r and a. The rst range
was also partially studied in a similar context in [10], [11]. In this range the bosonic sec-
tor consists of two \physical" quanta, a free massive and a free massless excitation. The
fermionic sector is much more interesting: both left and right spinors exhibit a propaga-
tor decreasing at very large distances, indicating the presence of asymptotic states which
however feel the long range interaction mediated by the massless boson. The asymptotic
fermions are described by a massless Thirring model.
The solution interpolates between two conformal invariant theories at small and large
distances, respectively, with dierent critical exponents. The c{theorem [12] is explicitly
veried, conrming that c = 1, as one could expect on the basis of the structure of the
bosonized theory.
The second range is characterized in the bosonic sector by a \physical" massive excitation
and by a massless negative norm state (\ghost"). Both quanta are free; one can dene a
stable Hilbert space of states in which the \ghost" does not appear. However no asymptotic
states for fermions are available in this case; their correlation function increases with distance,
giving rise to a connement phenomenon.
All those features were conrmed and further elucidated by a treatment based on oper-
ators which are canonically quantized according to a Dirac bracket formalism [13].
A perturbative approach to this generalized chiral Schwinger model has also been pro-
posed in ref.[14].
First the perturbative expansion for the boson propagator is resummed, starting from
the Feynman diagrams: in order to develop the Feynman rules we had to introduce a gauge
xing.
In the non{perturbative context, where gauge invariance is naturally broken by the
anomaly, this amounts to studying dierent theories for dierent gauge xings. Therefore
2
the limit of vanishing gauge xing was performed after resummation. A lot of interesting
features was hidden in this limit: studying the bosonic spectrum, the decoupling of ghost
particles from the theory was followed, to recover the previous non perturbative results.
The fermionic correlation functions were also examined, leading to the correct Thirring
behaviour in the non{perturbative limit; nevertheless we found very dierent ultraviolet
scaling laws before and after the gauge{xing removal, related to the appearance of an
ultraviolet renormalization constant. Decoupling of heavy states is indeed not trivial when
anomalies are present [15].
In this paper we study the euclidean version of this generalized chiral Schwinger model
on the two{sphere S
2
: the problem is of interest by itself because there is a conict between
the loss of gauge invariance and the globality properties of the model.
It is well known that gauge anomalies in presence of non{trivial ber{bundle depend on
some \xed" background connection [16]: the global meaning of the cohomological solution
requires the presence of these connections. From the functional point of view we will show
that the determinant of the generalized Dirac{Weyl operator is globally dened on S
2
only
after the introduction of a classical external eld.
We discuss its physical meaning and we obtain the generating functional of the Green
functions: the contribution of gauge elds with non{trivial topological charge and of the
related zero{modes of the Dirac determinant is carefully taken into account. As an applica-
tion we derive the fermionic propagator and the condensate in the vacuum: we nd that, in
the decompactication limit, the latter vanishes, at variance with the Schwinger model case,
conrming the conjecture [17] about the triviality of the vacuum of the chiral Schwinger
model.
In sect.2 we recall the basic results of [9], following the path-integral approach, and
establish our notations.
Sect.3 deals with the geometrical background necessary to properly dene and treat the
Dirac-Weyl determinant, which is studied in sect.4. The chiral gauge theory on the sphere
is dened in sect.5 and its generating functional is constructed in sect.6. The fermionic two-
point function and the vacuum expectation value for the scalar density are computed and
discussed in sect.7, and the decompactication limit is performed. Conclusions are drawn in
sect.8.
3
2 The non{perturbative solution of the generalized chi-
ral Schwinger model























is quantized following the path{integral method. In eq.(1) F

is the usual eld tensor, A

the vector potential and  a massless spinor. The quantity r is a real parameter interpolating


































being the usual Pauli matrices.





















However, as is well known, it is impossible to make the fermionic functional measure simul-
taneously invariant under vector and axial vector gauge transformations; as a consequence,
for r 6= 0 the quantum theory will exhibit anomalies.
The Green function generating functional is
Z[J
































,  and  being vector and spinor sources respectively.















































































 being a scalar eld we have introduced in order to have a local L
eff
and a the subtraction
parameter reecting the well{known regularization ambiguity of the fermionic determinant
[4].
4
The quantity S(x; y;A

) in eq.(6) is the fermionic propagator in the presence of the
potential A

, which will be computed later on by using standard decoupling techniques.
For the moment we let the sources  and  vanish and consider the bosonic sector of the
model for dierent values of the parameters r and a. In this sector the eective lagrangian
is quadratic in the elds; this means an essentially free (although non local) theory. First
functionally integrating over  and then over A

, we easily obtain
Z[J






























































































































, with causal prescription, as usual. We note that D

exhibits also
a pole at k
2
= 0.
Eqs. (10) and (11) generalize the well{known results of the vector and chiral Schwinger






of the (gauge invariant version of the) vector Schwinger model. The kinetic term K

becomes a projection operator
K











which can only be inverted after imposing a gauge xing. In other words the limit r = 0,
a = 0 in eq.(10) is singular, as it should, as gauge invariance is indeed recovered.




















































Going back to the general expression eq.(11) we remark that the condition m
2
> 0, which
is necessary to avoid the presence of tachyons in the theory, allows two ranges:
1) a > r
2
;
2) 0 < a < r
2
  1 or r
2
  1 < a < 0; (15)
for the parameters (a; r). Only the rst range has been considered so far in the literature,
to our knowledge.





















being a positive semidenite degenerate quadratic form in k

, involving the parameters
(a; r). One eigenvalue vanishes, corresponding to a decoupling of the would{be related
excitation, the other is positive and can be interpreted in both ranges as the presence of
a vector particle with a rest mass given by the positive square root of eq.(11) and positive
residue at the pole in agreement with the unitary condition. This state decouples in the
limit a = r
2





































One can easily realize that again the quadratic form at the numerator is positive semidef-






= 0 exhaust the singularities of D

.
Let us consider the situation in the two ranges of parameters. The rst range does not
deserve particular comments at this stage. No ghost is present at k
2
= 0, as one eigenvalue
of the residue matrix vanishes and the other is positive, corresponding to a \physical" excita-
tion. The second range does entail no news concerning the state with mass m. The situation
is dierent however when considering the pole at k
2
= 0. We have indeed a negative residue
in this case corresponding to a \ghost" excitation (particle with a negative probability). The
theory can be accepted only if this excitation can be consistently excluded from a positive
norm Hilbert space of states, which is stable under time evolution. This can be done, as
shown in ref.[9] by means of a canonical approach.
The bosonic world is rather dull, consisting only of free excitations; therefore it is worth
considering at this stage the fermionic sector.
We go back to the general expression eq.(6) in which fermionic sources are on. We have
now to consider the fermionic propagator in the eld A















































If we remember that any vector elds in two dimensional Minkowski space can be written
















 + r + r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)] (22)







































































































 being the Euler{Mascheroni constant. For further developments it is useful to consider 2!
dimensions and to introduce a mass parameter  to balance dimensions. Z
L
is a (dimension-

















and changing the sign of the parameter r.
The Fourier transform in the momentum space of eq.(23) cannot be obtained in closed
form; however it exhibits the singularities related to the thresholds at p
2





n = 1; 2; 3; :::.
Now we show how to derive the left propagator eq.(23) in the path{integral formalism; all
the other Green functions can be obtained in the same way. The rst step is to integrate the
fermions in eq.(4) to give eq.(6) (we put J

= 0). The change of variables eq.(22) decouples
the spinors from A


























































(D;x; x) is the kernel of D
 s
, D being a pseudoelliptic operator [19].






























where  is a free fermion and ;  are linked by eq.(21) to A

. The diagonalization of eq.(29)

























































)[D(z   x) D(z   y)]; (30)






the free left and
right fermion propagators.





component of the sources eq.(5) and get
S
L


























Using the explicit form of J [A




























being dened in eq.(9). The Gaussian integration is trivial and gives
S
L






















The explicit computation of the exponential factor gives the renormalization constant Z
L
and the interaction contribution in eq.(23).
We can now begin the study of the fermionic propagator. First of all, we notice that for
r = 1 the \left" fermion is free. The same happens to the \right" fermion when r =  1.
Moreover we notice from eq.(23) that the long range interaction completely decouples for
r
2
= 1. As a consequence the interacting fermion (for instance the \right" one for r = 1)
asymptotically behaves like a free particle.
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In general, at small values of x
2
, the propagator S
L




























We remark that the ultraviolet behaviour of the left fermion propagator can be directly




















and, of course, it coincides with the one of the explicit solution eq.(23). It can be obtained
from the renormalization group equation in the ultraviolet limit in which the mass dependent
term is disregarded.

































We have shown in [9] that eq.(37) exactly coincides with the behavior of the fermionic
propagator of the massless Thirring model in the spin-
1
2







We remark that in the rst region of the parameter space, where unitarity holds without
subsidiary condition, it happens that
g >  1; (40)
as required to have a consistent solution for the model [20].
In the rst range (a > r
2
), both A and B are positive. The propagator decreases at
innity indicating the possible existence of asymptotic states for fermions, which however
feel the long range interaction mediated by the massless excitation which is present in the
bosonic spectrum. The situation in the second range is much more intriguing. Here both A










leading to a propagator which increases when x
2
!  1. We interpret this phenomenon
as a sign of connement. We recall indeed that gauge invariance is broken and therefore
the fermion propagator is endowed of a direct physical meaning. The unphysical massless
bosonic excitation, which occurs in this region of parameters, produces an anti{screening
eect of a long range type. Nevertheless no asymptotic freedom is expected (A 6= 0).
9
There is another interesting quantity which can be easily discussed in a path{integral
approach. Let us introduce the scalar fermion composite operator
^
S(x) = N [

 (x) (x)] (42)
where N means the nite part, after divergencies have been (dimensionally) regularized and
renormalized. By repeating standard techniques, it is not dicult to get the expression












































Dimensional regularization is again understood.
The expressions for the renormalization constants Z
L
and Z we have just found, will be
recovered in the decompactication limit from the corresponding quantities on S
2
.
We end this section by remarking that conformal invariance is recovered both in the
ultraviolet and in the infrared limit, with dierent scale coecients.





bundle and problems of globality
In the previous section we have considered the generalized chiral Schwinger model on the
Minkowski space: now we want to study its euclidean version on a compact riemannian
manifold, namely on the two{dimensional sphere S
2
.
There are many reasons for this investigation: it is well known that in the (vector)
Schwinger model gauge eld congurations with non{trivial topology (winding number dif-
ferent from zero) and zero modes of the Dirac operator play an important role in order to
identify the vacuum structure of the theory. More precisely, we can consider Q.E.D. on S
2
which, in the limit of the radius R going to innity, becomes Q.E.D. in the euclidean two{
dimensions. One may say that the two{dimensional plane is compactied to S
2
. This kind
of compactication is particularly suited for studying the mentioned problems. Because of
the non{trivial topology of S
2
, the gauge elds fall into classes characterized by the winding












which is an integer. A

belongs to a non{trivial principal bundle over S
2
. The number of
zero modes of the Dirac operator, linked to A

, turns out to be equal to jnj. Thus to neglect
the zero modes is equivalent to neglecting all non{trivial topological sectors and leads to
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an incorrect result even in the limit R ! 1. In particular it entails the vanishing of the
fermionic condensate <

  >, in disagreement with an operatorial analysis.
We show that in order to dene the determinant of the Dirac{Weyl operator an external
xed background connection must be introduced: the determinant shall depend on it. This is
a new feature that appears in an anomalous gauge theory: as the coboundary terms become
relevant, even the background connection plays an important role. The quantum theory has
indeed an intrinsic arbitrariness which depends this time not just on a parameter, but on a
eld conguration (the choice of the coboundary).
We construct the Green functions generating functional for nite R, dening the theory
on the two{sphere. As an application, we shall eventually compute the fermionic propagator
and the value of the condensate <

  > in the limit R!1.
Before examining the generalized model we are interested in, some geometrical consid-
erations are in order and the simpler cases of the vector and chiral models have to be rst
thoroughly discussed.
Our rst step is to give a geometrical description of U(1){valued one{forms on the two{
sphere, using angular and stereographical coordinates for S
2
(of radius R).
We can parametrize the two{sphere by angular coordinates:
; ' 0   < 
0  ' < 2 (47)

























































= R sin  d': (51)





(R sin  d'): (52)
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The stereographical projection establishes a one to one correspondence between the points
of the plane and the points of the sphere except the1 that is identied with the south pole.









































(sin  d'): (58)
We observe that the one{form (sin  d') has a global meaning while a singularity arises
in the '{component: in order to understand if this singularity is meaningful or it is only an
artifact of our coordinate system (we stress that at least two patches are needed to describe
a sphere and therefore a singularity might be a spurious eect) , we study the situation in
another patch.






(1  cos )d'; (59)
12
being regular in a region containing  = 0 and excluding  = :
0   < : (60)
Now we consider stereographical coordinates derived from a north pole projection: it















and that the connection eq.(56) has the same form. We can repeat all the calculations









(1 + cos )d'; (62)
that, this time, is well dened on 0 <    (the south pole,  =  is safe being mapped
in a nite plane coordinate).





do not coincide: we have two dierent expressions for A, that cannot be globally dened on















g = exp[ in']; (63)
g being a map from the intersection region to U(1) (notice that this is possible only if





by a gauge transformation. Gauge invariant objects





















carries the non{trivial winding number n.
All the connections on the plane that can be considered as derived by a process of
stereographic projection, carry integer winding number and belong, on the sphere, to a




































4 Dirac and Dirac{Weyl operators on S
2
Let us take for the moment angular coordinates: to build the Dirac operator we need the
















= R cos' sin : (66)






























being the usual spin{connection. We give the only non zero component (we are in
the \southern" patch 0   < ):
!
'12
= 1  cos : (68)

















































































































D maps a globally dened Dirac eld into a new one; the eigenvalue equation, that is
essential to obtain the Dirac determinant,
D = E  ;
has therefore a well dened meaning with all the eigenvalues E's being invariant under gauge
transformations and local frame rotations.



















































The eigenvalue equation in this case has no global meaning: for a generic A

of winding
number n (see eq.(65)) the situation does not change.
It is well known that, in presence of a non{trivial ber bundle, globality considerations
force the dependence of the anomaly on a xed background gauge connection [16], [21], [22]:
the vertex functional is assumed to involve both a dynamical gauge eld A and an \external"
one A
0
. From the geometrical point of view this property is very simple to be understood:
the transgression formula [23] relies on the fact that a symmetric polynomial on the Lie
algebra, invariant under the adjoint action of the group, usually denoted as P (F
n
), is an
exact form dened on the whole principal bundle while its projection, considered as a form

















), depends on A
0
: we recall that in this
approach [16] A
0
does not transform under the B.R.S.T. action, that denes the cohomo-
logical problem, and its introduction makes the solution globally dened. A change of the
background connection reects itself in a change of the coboundaries of the cohomologi-
cal solution [16]: in this sense the choice of A
0
does not change the anomaly because the
cohomology class remains the same.
We are therefore induced to solve the problem of globality of the Dirac{Weyl operator in
a similar way: we introduce a xed background connection, belonging to the same bundle,








































and hence the global meaning of the Dirac{Weyl determinant is safe [22].
It is an exercise to compute the gauge anomaly from the operator eq.(78): one can use
the -function technology to recover the innitesimal variation of the D{determinant, that
coincides with the result of [16]. Dierent choices of A
0
reect themselves into dierent
representatives of the cohomology class: a change of A
0
changes the local terms of the
determinant. This is a new feature we nd in studying an anomalous model on a compact
surface: we stress again that an anomalous theory strictly depends on the choice of the
coboundary so that the quantum theory looks sensitive to this background connection. In
the next section we will try to understand this dependence, and to arrive to a reasonable
denition of a chiral gauge theory on the sphere.
5 The chiral gauge theory on S
2
The gauge elds on S
2
























Let us consider the eld A
(n)

, dened in stereographical coordinates by eq.(56): F
(n)












and satises the equation of motion (D
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Now let us suppose that A

is any gauge potential with topological charge n: a eld 

























being a scalar eld on S
2



































on the zero mode and the laplacian can be inverted to obtain , that is gauge invariant and






















h 2 U(1). The winding number is carried by A
(n)
,  and h describing the topologically
trivial part.


















































































is the action on the n{topological sector: now we dene any expectation value of
quantum operators O(

 ; ;A) as:
< O(
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In so doing we represent the A





) and a quantum uctuation (a

) and we choose the xed background connection A
0

to be equal to A
(n)

. We notice that S
(n)
Class:
















 ! u :
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Quantum theory is unchanged too, since Jacobian is unity ( as one could check using {
function regularization) for this transformation.
The quantum uctuation a

couples chirally to the spinor eld: no problem of globality
arises, having a

a global expression. Our denition is the most natural generalization of

































is the candidate to represent quantum uctuations whereas one chooses, in
absence of spinors, as solution of the equation of motion A
(0)

= 0. The uctuation couples
chirally to  .
We argue that in a topological sector the vacuum is described by the classical A
(n)

solution, and both components of the spinor have to interact with it. But one could also
consider eq.(88) as the very denition of our model.





















































No coupling between quantum uctuation a
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6 The Green's function generating functional of the
generalized chiral Schwinger model on S
2
In this section we obtain the Green's function generating functional of the model. The
action eq.(87) is again quadratic in fermion elds, therefore the fermionic integration can
be performed for many important operators. Before performing this integration, let us note



















D = RD: (91)
The operator
^
D is not hermitian and possesses a non-trivial kernel; the result of the
fermionic integration depends crucially on the number of zero modes. In order to work with
an hermitian operator (that in S
2
admits a complete set of eigenstates and eigenvalues)
18
and to bypass problems with the Berezin integration, we dene the Green's function eq.(88)
through a process of analytic continuation on a parameter that we call , a trick essentially
due to Andrianov and Bonora [24]:
< O(
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(up to an overall constant Jacobian
that disappears in eq.(92)) and write:
< O(
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being the Ricci tensor on S
2
. In this way we have a fermionic integration linked to
the Dirac operator (no chiral couplings); the price we have paid is to work with a more com-
plicated action for the gauge uctuation. We remark that the xed background connection
was not touched by our denition; the geometrical structure of the theory is unchanged.





































Furthermore, the zero modes 
(n)
m

















corresponding to positive chirality and
n
 










= 0 n  0: (97)






































































The presence of the zero modes for n 6= 0 leads to a vanishing contribution of the
topological sectors to the partition function: the determinant, dened as the product of the


















It follows that any operator of the type O(A) takes contribution only from the n = 0
sector; on the other hand the correlation functions involving fermions feel the presence of
topological charged congurations: they manifest themselves through parity violating am-
plitudes [26]. We will not consider in the following the general problem of mixed correlation
functions, being satised with understanding the pure fermionic and bosonic sectors. To this
aim we introduce sources to build the generating functional:
Z[J
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the Berezin integration gives:
Z[J
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] is the (regularized) product of the non{vanishing eigenvalues. One immediately







































































































are chosen to be orthonormal). The role of the matrix B is discussed in Appendix















































































































































(x; y) is given in [27].







]. The standard {function calculation will give us a result that does not take into
account the Jackiw{Rajaraman ambiguity: in order to implement correctly the freedom in
the choice of the local term, carefully considering the global meaning of the determinant, we















































 being a real number. The parameter ambiguity only aects the topologically trivial
part of the gauge connection: only in this way the operator eq.(113) is well dened on S
2
,



























] = n: (114)
In our approach A
(n)

is a classical eld; the ambiguity of regularization can only aect the
quantum uctuations, that depend on quantum loops (determinant calculation): we expect
that, with our denition, the terms depending on  do not involve A
(n)

. More precisely they
must be local polynomials in the quantum uctuations and their derivatives.
The computation of eq.(112) is rather involved from the technical point of view: essen-
tially we have applied to the present situation the theorems derived in [28] and [29], to obtain




























































































































(A;x; y) is the analytic continuation in s = 0 of the kernel of the s{complex
power of the operator A [19], (see eq.(28)); h(t) interpolates along the U(1){valued functions





















































































































































The trace of the heat{kernel coecients can be easily performed, as in the previous
section; on the other hand the computation of the integrals over the \interpolating" zero
modes is more involved and subtler; for this reason we give the nal result, deferring the
















































The determinant of the zero mode matrix disappears from the generating functional. The







We remark that eq.(122) exhibits an ambiguity only in the quantum uctuations and,



























Moreover it is quite natural to have in any sector the same ambiguity: it is related to the





























7 The fermionic propagator
The generating functional (101) for J

= 0 becomes:





































































































All the fermionic correlation functions of the theory can be derived: the functional inte-
gration over  and h is gaussian, as in the at case, and the model is still constructed by
means of free elds (on curved background). Chirality{violating correlation functions can
be dierent from zero only in the non{trivial winding number sectors, as in the case of the
vector Schwinger model: actually, in that model, this feature survives the limit R ! 1,
changing in this way the vacuum structure of the theory [30]. In particular the vacuum










recovering, by a path{integral procedure, the well known operatorial result [31] (C is the
Euler{Mascheroni constant). As a matter of fact the fermionic propagator on the sphere













. The relevant contributions come from the n = 1 sectors, while the
sector n = 0 leads to the usual chirality conserving correlation.
We calculate the explicit form of the propagator; in the limit for R ! 1 we recover
the expression found in the theory on the plane. As a particular case we get the vacuum
expectation value of the fermionic scalar density: at variance with the eq.(127) we nd a
vanishing result, conrming the conjecture of [17] about the triviality of the vacuum in the
chiral Schwinger model and showing how the breaking of the gauge invariance completely
changes the structure of the theory.







































































































































































(1   )+ e^
2
]: (137)




the nonvanishing components of the Green function dened in eq.(111) that takes a very
































Now the integration over  and  is quadratic and can be easily performed expanding, for
example, the scalar elds in spherical harmonics, that are (up to a scale factor) a complete
set of orthogonal eigenfunctions for the laplacian. No problem arises with the zero mode































) = 0: (140)





















































































































































































being the Legendre polynomials and ! the angle between r^(x) and r^(y), the three{vectors
representing the points x and y on S
2
, embedded in R
3














In order to perform the limit on the plane we require that:
lim
R!1
Z( = ir) = Z;















being the bosonic mass we have found in the calculation on the plane.




can be summed in terms of special functions.
We can choose the point y as the north pole, cos! = cos  without losing any information.
Then
^





































() = 0 (149)
for  6= 0. The solution are the associated Legendre functions [33], usually denoted by
Q
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) +  (1 + 
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(cos ) + ln(











are obviously related to the ultraviolet divergencies we have found in
the at calculation: they characterize the short{range behaviour of the theory and therefore
are present no matter the global topology. One can directly check the independence from R
































































































We expect that the small distance behaviour of the theory is the same of the one in the
at case: let us study the limit for ! 0 in eq.(162). The fermionic Green function in this














































We notice that the scaling exponent of the chirality{conserving part of the fermionic
correlation function is exactly the same as in the at case: we have indeed the correct
singularity as  ! 0. The contribution of the n = 1 sectors agree with our intuitive
arguments for r
2
< 1: the chirality{violating part goes to zero as , in this range. For r
2
> 1
a singularity arises, changing drastically the analytical structure of ultraviolet limit. In the
very special case of r
2






















By the way there is another potential singularity in eqs.(156,158): the Legendre function
Q

has branch points at x = 1 and x = 1, so for  =  one could expect some critical










shows that the singularities cancel and the correlation function goes to a constant value in
this limit.
At this point we try to decompactify the theory: we have essentially to discuss the large
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):
In order to check the at{space limit let us dene the geodesic distance:
 = R (164)



















































































































In the same way we use the asymptotic expansion for  (z) (jzj ! 1):
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The rst point to check is that the renormalization constants coincide in the limit with
the ones in the at case: in order to compare the two expressions we perform the limit ! 0













































































































































The n = 0 sector reproduces in the large R limit the result of the at case. The behaviour
of the chirality{violating part is very dierent: it is tuned by the eective Thirring coupling
g, we have found to describe the infrared regime of the fermionic operators. In the rst
unitarity region, where no ghost is present, it turns out to be g >  1, as it should for the
consistency of the Thirring theory [20]. The contribution of n = 1 is therefore suppressed
as R ! 1; the situation is very dierent from the Schwinger model, where topological
sectors contribute.
We expect a similar result for the vacuum expectation value of the fermionic scalar

















































a+ 1   r
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1
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is not a nite quantity, it is the ultraviolet divergence related to the renormalization
constant for the composite operator

  , found in the at space. It is very easy to prove,










































































for a > r
2
(in the rst unitarity region, where no ghost is present) the limit R ! 1 is
zero. The vacuum expectation value of the scalar density vanishes for all the generalized
chiral Schwinger models, in the rst unitarity region: in particular for the chiral Schwinger
model, conrming the conjecture proposed in [17].
We end this section with some remarks concerning the bosonic spectrum: as we have
previously pointed out, the bosonic Green functions take contribution only from the n = 0
sector. The calculation of the propagator for A

is straightforward and it can be expressed
in terms of the functions Q

(cos ), taking also eq.(152) into account; in the limit of large R
we recover exactly the propagator we have found in the at case.
8 Conclusions
In conclusion we have thoroughly studied on the two-sphere S
2
a vector{axial vector theory
characterized by a parameter which interpolates between pure vector and chiral Schwinger
models: the generalized chiral Schwinger model. The theory has been completely solved by
means of non perturbative techniques, obtaining explicit expressions for its correlators.
We have dened the theory, respecting its global character, a non{trivial task because
it was an anomalous one on a non{trivial principal bundle. At least at our knowledge, it is
the rst time that an anomalous gauge theory is quantized on a non{trivial topology, taking
into account the contributions of winding numbers dierent from zero and zero{modes of
the relevant fermionic operator.
We have discussed the denition of the Dirac{Weyl determinant on S
2
, in presence of
topological charged gauge connections, showing the appearance, in an analytical approach, of
the well{known xed background connection of the cohomological solution for the anomaly.
31
We have explained its physical meaning and we have carefully computed the Green's func-
tions generating functional.
The bosonic spectrum is the same while parity{violating fermionic correlators are seen
to be dierent from zero for a nite radius of the sphere; ultraviolet divergencies are present
but their character is the same as in the at limit.
As an application we have calculated the fermionic propagator and the fermionic vacuum
condensate: in the at{limit, the latter vanishes, at variance with the behaviour in the vector
Schwinger model: no vacuum degeneracy is present in our general case, conrming the very
dierent structure between an anomalous (but still unitary) theory and a gauge invariant
one.
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9 Appendix A
In this appendix we discuss the dependence of our results on the zero mode matrix eq.(109):
in the standard gauge invariant situation, the regularized product of the non vanishing
eigenvalues develops a term depending on the zero modes themselves [26]. This term induces
a non local and non linear self{interaction on the gauge elds, seemingly jeopardizing the
solubility of the theory. In ref.[29] the decoupling of this complicated interaction was proved
on the correlation function: it turns out that it can be expressed as the determinant of the
inverse matrix of the zero modes, appearing as an eect of the source term in the generating
functional eq.(110). Our problem is slightly dierent: in order to introduce the Jackiw{
Rajaraman parameter, we use a gauge{non invariant denition of the fermionic determinant
eq.(112), so that an explicit calculation is needed to prove the decoupling of such a kind of
interaction from the correlation functions.
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Let us consider rstly D
1
: from the orthonormality of 
(n)
0m













































B(1) = B: (186)



























We are able to express D
1











































































= detC(1) = jdetBj
 2
: (191)
This is the term appearing in eq.(124), that cancels the contribution of the sources. We
have now to prove the vanishing of D
2
















 being related to the gauge dependent part of a^

in eq.(139). We can easily verify the
consistency of eq.(59) being
exp[ (1  )t (e  i)]'
(n)
0m















































































































as dened in eq.(112): we do not give the details of the computation, relying on a careful






























































so that eq.(115) follows. We notice that the problem is now reduced to compute a
derivative, that is the innitesimal variation of a determinant in the present case, and to
an integration over a real parameter. The subtle point relies in the fact that one has to
consider only the non-vanishing eigenvalues in the {function denition of the determinant.







N being the dimension of the kernel. The applications of the theorems developed there






















































































































: the computation of the functional and algebraic traces leads to eq.(116). Along








We report the explicit {function calculation of the determinant in eq.(125): we feel that
our procedure is clearer than the original one, presented in [26].





gives the result [32] (we take n positive
for sake of simplicity):
Eigenvalues: 
q
l(l+ 1); l > 0
Multiplicity: 2l + 1:
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(2s+ k   1): (206)
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(2s+ k   1);
lim
s!0























   (1) +O(s)
i
s=0








+ F (0; n): (208)
Let us compute F (0; n):










































































































































































































G(0) = 0: (210)
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All this implies that:







































































= log ,(1 + x)  x (1 + x): (212)
The remaining integration is not dicult [33]:













dx log ,(1 + x)  n log ,(1 + n)




2k log k + n log 2   n  n
2
  n log n!: (213)














2k log k: (214)
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